SHARK TRIP BOOKING
24-HOURS MOBILE NUMBER: +27 (0) 76 2455880

What to bring:
- Warm Top / Jacket
- Sunglasses / Hat / Cap
- Sunblock
- Camera
- Towel
- Sea Sick Tablets (if required – take 2 hours before launch)

Directions: “White Shark Lodge” 16 Geelbekstreet, Kleinbaai
Coordinates: Latitude: -34.615621; Longitude 19.35458

Take the N2 out of Cape Town. Pass Somerset West and go over Sir Lowry’s Pass. You will pass Grabouw and then continue over The Houw Hoek pass. As you come down the pass you will see a sign KLEINMOND/HERMANUS (R43) take this off ramp to the left. Carry on until you reach Hermanus then follow the road signs to STANFORD/GANSBAAI Keep straight past STANFORD do not turn off anywhere this road will take you straight into Gansbaai. Continue down Gansbaai Main Road. At the 5th stop street turn right at the sign BLOMPARK / KLEINBAAI. +/- 3 km along this road you will come to a stop sign. Carry on over the stop sign, the road makes a sharp curve to the right along the side of the ocean - as you take the bend you will see the Kleinbaai Slipway. At the next stop sign turn right into Geelbek Street we are the second house on the left hand side NO 16 GEELBEK STREET, KLEINBAAI. It is a big yellow double-storey building. Parking is available at the back of the house.

Have a safe journey!